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Abstract: There are three mechanisms that may contribute to the health, performance, and 

safety problems associated with night-shift work: (1) circadian misalignment between the 

internal circadian clock and activities such as work, sleep, and eating, (2) chronic, partial sleep 

deprivation, and (3) melatonin suppression by light at night. The typical countermeasures, such 

as caffeine, naps, and melatonin (for its sleep-promoting effect), along with education about 

sleep and circadian rhythms, are the components of most fatigue risk-management plans. We 

contend that these, while better than nothing, are not enough because they do not address the 

underlying cause of the problems, which is circadian misalignment. We explain how to reset 

(phase-shift) the circadian clock to partially align with the night-work, day-sleep schedule, and 

thus reduce circadian misalignment while preserving sleep and functioning on days off. This 

involves controlling light and dark using outdoor light exposure, sunglasses, sleep in the dark, 

and a little bright light during night work. We present a diagram of a sleep-and-light schedule 

to reduce circadian misalignment in permanent night work, or a rotation between evenings and 

nights, and give practical advice on how to implement this type of plan.
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Introduction
This review is intended for sleep and circadian-rhythms researchers, clinicians, and 

students. Others, such as shift workers, human resource managers, and professionals 

involved in shift-work health and safety issues, could skim most of it but concentrate 

on the sections “How to phase-shift human circadian rhythms” and “Recommended 

sleep-and-light schedule to reduce the circadian misalignment of night work.” We tried 

to make these sections stand alone to guide you to practical solutions.

Health problems associated with night-shift work
A cogent body of literature has established an association between night-shift work 

and diverse health problems. Relative to day workers, rotating or permanent night-

shift workers have increased incidence of cardiovascular disease and its known 

risk factors;1–19 gastrointestinal,15,20–24 metabolic,5,6,8,17,25,26 and reproductive27–35 

dysfunction; overweight and obesity;2,5,14,17,36–41 and cancer.42–48 In fact, the evidence 

in support of a causal link between shift work and cancer is sufficiently strong that 

the International Agency for Research on Cancer recently classified shift work as a 

“probable carcinogen.”49 Data from some of these studies suggest that working as few 
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as three night shifts per month for multiple years is associated 

with increased disease risk.16,26,39,42,50

The mechanisms by which night-shift work contributes 

to these disorders are not well established, but there is accu-

mulating evidence for at least three possible mechanisms: 

(1) circadian misalignment, (2) chronic partial sleep depri-

vation, and (3) light-induced melatonin suppression during 

night shifts.

Workers permanently on evening shifts get even more 

sleep than regular day workers.51 Evening-shift workers 

usually have the same sleep schedule for work days and 

days off, and thus have even less circadian misalignment 

than regular day workers who go to bed and sleep later on 

weekends.52 Although permanent evening-shift workers are 

not often studied, it appears that they do not have the health 

risks associated with shift work.45 Nevertheless, the evening 

shift is not popular because it interferes with most family 

and social events.53

Circadian misalignment
Circadian misalignment occurs when behaviors (eg, activity, 

sleeping, waking, eating, drinking, etc) are forced to occur 

at the wrong circadian phases relative to the internal 

physiological circadian rhythms. Animal models indicate 

that chronic shifts or inversion of the light/dark (LD) cycle, 

or the imposition of an LD cycle to which an animal cannot 

entrain, increases mortality,54–57 and the increased risk of 

mortality is most pronounced in older animals.57 Chronic 

circadian misalignment in animals may increase mortality 

via accelerated progression of or susceptibility to disease 

states.58–68 In human studies, circadian misalignment is inevi-

tably confounded with sleep deprivation, but data support 

the hypothesis that even brief circadian misalignment has 

adverse physiological sequelae.69 There are currently no 

data to determine how the adverse health outcomes associ-

ated with shift work are related to the extent or duration of 

circadian misalignment.

Sleep deprivation
Chronic partial sleep deprivation is a well-established con-

sequence of night-shift work. This occurs in part because 

sleep duration is dependent on the circadian phase at which 

it occurs.70,71 The longest sleep duration and the best sleep 

efficiency are obtained when sleep occurs around the tem-

perature minimum (Tmin),72 which is usually a few hours 

before waking. Because the circadian clocks of most night-

shift workers do not align with daytime sleep,73–84 their 

Tmin usually remains in the nighttime (working) hours, 

and the duration of daytime sleep is curtailed because the 

circadian clock promotes wakefulness. Sleep duration when 

working night shifts is typically reduced by a few hours.51,85,86 

Experimental sleep restriction87–90 as well as epidemiological 

data on habitual short sleepers91–109 indicate that short sleep 

duration increases risk for a number of the same diseases 

known to be associated with night-shift work. Recent data 

also suggest that several weeks of the combination of circa-

dian misalignment and sleep restriction substantially impair 

normal human physiology.110,111

Melatonin suppression by light at night
A third mechanism by which night-shift work could increase 

disease risk is via light-induced suppression of endogenous 

melatonin while working night shifts. Melatonin is secreted 

at night, and its synthesis is suppressed in a dose-dependent 

manner by light; greater suppression is produced with 

brighter light.112–116 Because melatonin is an antioxidant and 

has oncostatic properties,117,118 and even normal room light 

(∼200–300 lux) can suppress the synthesis of endogenous 

melatonin, shift workers could be at increased risk of cancer 

because their innate cancer defenses are compromised.47,119

There have been several studies showing that glasses 

with orange lenses that filter out short-wavelength light 

(blue and some green, to which the circadian system is most 

sensitive) can prevent light-induced melatonin suppression 

at night,120–123 and may also prevent suppression of circadian 

clock–gene rhythms.123 This could be a way to reduce the 

cancer risk attributed to melatonin suppression and/or clock–

gene disruption, although it cannot remove the risks due to 

circadian misalignment and partial chronic sleep deprivation. 

On the other hand, bright light during the night shift could 

preserve melatonin secretion by helping to delay circadian 

rhythms so that melatonin can be secreted during day sleep 

in a dark bedroom.

It is often taken for granted that melatonin levels will be 

suppressed during night work, because the circadian rhythms 

of most shift workers do not shift and most of their mela-

tonin is secreted during the night shift. However, although 

some studies of real shift workers do report reduced levels 

of melatonin,124–126 many do not.80,81,127–129 This discrepancy 

could be due to methodological differences between studies 

(eg, spot urine samples versus 24-hour urine collection), lack 

of statistical power to detect a modest effect size, or other 

factors such as light-exposure history.

We found that melatonin suppression by light at night 

is affected by a person’s light history.130 After a week that 

included about 4 hours of bright light daily (using sunlight 
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and light boxes) there was less melatonin suppression from 

light at night than after a week in dim light (dark goggles 

when outside). Similarly, a study that included both indoor 

and outdoor workers131 found less melatonin suppres-

sion from light at night if they had been exposed to more 

light during the prior 2 weeks. Another study132 found that 

 light-induced melatonin suppression can be affected by light 

history over just the past 3 days.

Given that (1) the amount of melatonin suppressed by 

light at night depends on light intensity and (2) light history 

affects the amount of melatonin suppressed by light at night, 

melatonin suppression will be affected by workplace light, 

the weather, the photoperiod (season) and use of sunglasses. 

Thus, it is difficult to make predictions about the exact 

light level during night work that will suppress melatonin. 

In addition, as noted by Dumont et al,129 because normal 

subjects show very large individual differences in nocturnal 

melatonin production,133 it may be impractical to attempt 

to identify an absolute level of melatonin that could be 

considered “abnormally low.” Finally, Arendt134 points out 

that the common adrenergic beta receptor-blocking drugs like 

atenolol and propranolol, which suppress melatonin, are not 

known to be carcinogenic.

Countermeasures for alertness, 
performance, and safety 
decrements during night-shift work
Nighttime decrements of alertness in shift workers, with 

concomitant performance impairment and subsequent safety 

hazards, are well documented and have been the subject of 

many previous review papers.78,86,135–140 Night work occurs 

when the circadian clock promotes sleep, and alertness 

reaches its circadian nadir. Daytime sleep duration is acutely 

reduced because the circadian clock promotes wakefulness. 

Chronic partial sleep deprivation, such as that which might 

occur over weeks or months in shift workers, may impair 

night-shift performance even when recent sleep has been 

sufficient, and this impairment is most pronounced during 

the nighttime.141

There are a number of well-studied countermeasures 

that can be employed in an attempt to ameliorate some of 

the potentially dangerous side effects of shift work. These 

include improving night-shift alertness with stimulants, bright 

light, and naps, and improving daytime sleep duration with 

sedatives and exogenous melatonin. These countermeasures 

only provide some degree of symptomatic relief, because they 

do not address the underlying cause of the problem, which 

is circadian misalignment.

Stimulants
Caffeine is one of the most widely used stimulants in 

the world. Data from laboratory142–152 and field143 studies 

indicate that caffeine improves night-shift alertness and 

performance. However, despite these improvements, 

substantial impairments persist, and are pronounced late in 

the night shift near the circadian nadir of alertness. Another 

drawback of caffeine is that it disrupts daytime recovery 

sleep more than nighttime sleep,153 and this sleep disruption 

is greater in older individuals.154 Consequently, ingesting too 

much caffeine or consuming it too late in a night shift could 

further exacerbate daytime sleep difficulty.

The stimulants modaf inil and the longer-acting 

armodafinil have been reported to attenuate night-shift 

sleepiness and improve alertness and performance both 

in healthy subjects155,156 as well as real shift workers.157,158 

However, sleepiness persists, especially late in the 

night shifts, about the time of the circadian nadir. For 

example, shift workers taking 150 mg armodaf inil 

before night shifts were still pathologically sleepy (sleep 

latencies # 5  minutes on the multiple sleep latency test) 

at 4:00, 6:00, and 8:00 am.157 A further drawback of these 

medications is that they do not improve the duration or 

quality of daytime sleep. Healthy subjects taking modafinil 

prior to four consecutive night shifts had a daily daytime 

total sleep time (TST) that was similar to subjects taking 

placebo, which never exceeded 6 hours.155 Shift work-

ers taking modafinil had a very similar daytime TST of 

5.9 hours at the conclusion of the study, while those taking 

armodafinil fared even worse, with an average daytime 

TST of only 5.4 hours and a sleep efficiency of 68%. This 

amount of daily sleep has been shown to produce degraded 

neurobehavioral performance with progressive worsening 

over several consecutive days.159

Hypnotics and phase tolerance
Daytime sleep after night-shift work can be lengthened by the 

administration of sedatives or hypnotics.160–163 Despite this 

increase in daytime sleep, decrements in night-shift alertness 

and performance persist.160–163 It is a pervasive misconcep-

tion that shift workers would be alert during night shifts if 

only they could get enough sleep during the day. However, 

obtaining adequate sleep during the day does not mean that 

night-shift alertness, performance, and safety will also be 

normalized. Millions of years of evolution have made us 

diurnal animals, programmed to be sleepy at night.

Some individuals are “phase tolerant”164 in that after 

working at night they have the ability to sleep reasonably well 
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during the daytime despite the fact that sleep occurs at the 

“wrong” circadian phase. In addition to individual differences 

in phase tolerance, both middle-aged154,165 and older adults166 

are less phase tolerant than the young. However, being 

phase tolerant to sleeping during the day does not make one 

phase tolerant to being awake at night. In fact, the opposite 

may be true, since young subjects kept awake at night have 

decreased alertness and worse performance when compared 

to older subjects.167,168

Melatonin as a sleep promoter
Exogenous melatonin could benefit night-shift workers via 

two distinct mechanisms. Melatonin is a chronobiotic that 

can phase-shift the circadian clock.169 Shift-work studies 

using melatonin for this purpose will be discussed later. 

Melatonin also makes people sleepy, especially at high doses 

and under some conditions, and thus could be used to promote 

daytime sleep.170 Immediate-release oral melatonin,171 

sustained-release or multiple doses of oral melatonin,172–174 

and daytime transdermal melatonin administration175 after 

a night shift have been reported to modestly increase sleep 

quantity and quality. This improvement is most pronounced 

late in the daytime sleep episode172,175 and in subjects that 

would otherwise have poorer daytime sleep quality172 (eg, in 

subjects that are less phase tolerant). Results from several 

other studies are qualitatively similar, but did not reach 

statistical significance.176–178

Naps
Naps prior to or during night shifts have been shown to 

reduce night-shift sleepiness while improving alertness 

and performance.144,150,179–185 Despite this improvement, 

napping does not overcome the decrement in alertness that 

remains most pronounced at the circadian nadir.144,150,180–185 

A study of unusually long naps (2 hours) during the night 

shift (1:00–3:00 or 3:00–5:00 am) made rapidly rotating 

factory workers slightly less sleepy at the end of the night 

shift and for a few hours after the end of work, but they were 

still very sleepy compared to ratings taken in the afternoon/

evening after their daytime sleep episodes.186 There may not 

be an opportunity to nap so long, or at all, during a night 

shift due to the nature of the work itself (eg, too busy or 

stressful) or the work environment (eg, no comfortable and 

quiet place to nap).187

In addition, napping during night shifts may be a concern 

because sleep inertia, the grogginess often felt upon awak-

ening from sleep, is most severe at night.188,189 Studies of 

real shift workers on the job as well as in the laboratory 

have also shown that performance during a night shift is 

worse shortly after a nap compared to continued night-shift 

wakefulness.179,180 Therefore, time for recovery from sleep 

inertia after a nap (eg, 15–30 minutes) has to be built into 

the time taken away from work. Waking an individual 

(eg, resident physician or nurse) from a nighttime nap and 

expecting quickly made important decisions is a good recipe 

for a poor decision.

Bright light as a stimulant
A number of laboratory and field studies have shown that 

light exposure at night attenuates subjective and objec-

tive indices of sleepiness, while improving alertness and 

performance.146,152,190–202 Most of these studies used bright 

light of greater than 1000 lux, but the alerting effects of light 

may be present at room light levels of only 100–200 lux in 

subjects that have been adapted to dim light.200 The alerting 

effects of light are more pronounced with blue light than 

longer-wavelength light.203–205 Although light exposure can 

acutely improve alertness at night, the trough of alertness at 

the circadian nadir is typically still present.190,199 The acute 

alerting effects of light are extinguished soon after light 

exposure ends.192,200 The alerting effects of light at night 

are not likely due to suppression of endogenous melatonin, 

because bright light augments alertness during the daytime, 

when circulating levels of melatonin are low and not altered 

by light exposure.196,206,207

Summary of countermeasures
Combinations of countermeasures, including bright 

light and caffeine,146,152 as well as evening naps and 

caffeine,143,208 are generally more effective than an individual 

countermeasure for improving night-shift alertness. These 

countermeasures, along with education about sleep hygiene, 

circadian rhythms, and the importance of making sleep a 

high priority, are the basis of most fatigue-management 

plans, but they do not address the cause of the problem 

(ie, circadian misalignment). Although night-shift alertness 

can be improved to some extent by stimulants, this does not 

address chronic partial sleep deprivation or the impact of 

circadian misalignment. Likewise, daytime sleep duration 

can be moderately improved with sedatives and exogenous 

melatonin, but this does not improve night-shift alertness 

or attenuate circadian misalignment. Consequently, these 

countermeasures are most suitable for workers on rapidly 

rotating night-shift systems, or those working few and 
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isolated night shifts, for whom phase-shifting the circadian 

clock is neither desirable nor achievable.

Phase-shifting the circadian clock 
for adaptation to night-shift work
How to phase-shift human circadian 
rhythms
The most reliable way to reduce the sleepiness, fatigue, 

impaired performance, safety problems, and, presumably, 

health risks of shift work is to reduce circadian misalignment. 

We have proposed the goal of phase-shifting (resetting) the 

circadian clock so that the sleepiest time of day, which usually 

occurs during nocturnal sleep and is conveniently marked 

by the temperature minimum (Tmin), delays at least as far 

to move out of the night shift and into the daytime sleep 

episode.209 The Tmin typically occurs 2–3 hours before the 

end of sleep under normal, entrained conditions, but at the 

beginning of sleep when subjects free-run.70,210 Therefore, 

it appears that normal sleep quality and quantity can be 

obtained when the Tmin falls within this range, from the 

beginning of sleep to about 2 hours before the end of sleep.

In order to phase-shift the circadian clock, and therefore 

all the circadian rhythms (including the circadian rhythms 

of sleepiness, performance, temperature, and melatonin), 

we use two basic principles. One is that when the LD cycle 

is shifted, circadian rhythms gradually shift to realign or 

reentrain to the new LD cycle.211 To phase-shift the circadian 

clock, it is important to create a strong shifted 24-hour LD 

cycle. This can be done by scheduling sleep in a very dark 

bedroom. The other principle is that the circadian clock can 

be shifted by pulses of light or by melatonin according to 

phase-response curves (PRCs). Thus, we can apply bright 

light and melatonin to enhance the phase shift produced by 

shifting the LD cycle using PRCs as guides for the optimal 

timing. For figures showing superimposed light and mela-

tonin PRCs, see Revell and Eastman212,213 and Eastman and 

Burgess.214

When shift workers choose to sleep before night work 

in the late afternoon and evening, their dark period is earlier 

than usual (advanced relative to the habitual sleep episode), 

creating an advanced LD cycle, which should reset the cir-

cadian clock earlier. When they choose to go to bed in the 

morning after night work, the dark period is later than usual, 

delayed, creating a delayed LD cycle, which should reset 

the circadian clock later. However, the circadian rhythms of 

real night-shift workers rarely shift to align with their new 

sleep schedules. One reason is that they do not maintain a 

consistently shifted LD cycle long enough. They are either 

rotated to a different shift and have to change their time of 

sleep or sleep at conventional times on days off. Most night-

shift workers prefer to sleep after work in the morning and 

daytime hours, leaving the evening hours free for leisure 

activities with family and friends.53 A few prefer to have the 

mornings free (eg, for farming or child care), and to sleep in 

the afternoon and evening before work. Many shift workers 

sleep at random times, napping and grabbing whatever sleep 

they can. This of course does not create the consistently 

shifted LD cycle necessary for phase-shifting the clock and 

reducing circadian misalignment.

Light PRCs show that light exposure in the evening and 

early night before about the time of the Tmin delays the 

circadian clock (ie, shifts it to a later time), while exposure 

late in the night and morning after the Tmin advances the 

circadian clock (shifts it earlier).

Controlling light and dark to reduce 
circadian misalignment
The circadian rhythms of shift workers who go to bed 

after night work do not usually delay to align with sleep 

because they are usually exposed to bright outdoor light on 

the way home from work, which “hits” the phase-advance 

portion of the light PRC. This outdoor light is a powerful 

phase shifter, because it is much more intense than indoor 

light, even on a cloudy day. Long ago, we proposed that 

shift workers wear dark sunglasses to attenuate outdoor 

light when it would oppose the desired phase shift.215 In a 

simulated night-shift study we showed that wearing very 

dark sunglasses on the way home from the night shift can 

attenuate phase-advancing morning light and permit circa-

dian rhythms to delay.216

In another simulated night-shift study,217 we tested 9-hour 

delays of the sleep (dark) episodes, which put sleep after night 

work, and 9-hour advances, which put sleep before night 

work. We used bright light exposure (3 hours of ∼5000 lux), 

timed to facilitate or impede the phase shift by putting the 

light on the “right” or “wrong” portion of the PRC. For 

example, when sleep was advanced, facilitating bright light 

at the “right” time was timed to phase-advance the circadian 

clock, while conflicting bright light at the “wrong” was 

timed to phase-delay the circadian clock. With facilitating 

bright light, almost all of the subjects had their Tmin shift to 

within their sleep episodes. For the groups that were exposed 

to conflicting bright light, very few had Tmin that shifted 
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that far. This study showed how bright light can inhibit the 

desired phase shift when it consistently hits the wrong part 

of the PRC.

In a subsequent simulated night-shift study,218 we used 

facilitating light (3-hour exposures) during night shifts to 

promote delays and align the circadian clock with daytime 

sleep. We tested three light intensities: high (∼5700 lux), 

medium (∼1230 lux) and low (,250 lux). Subjects wore 

sunglasses on the way home and followed a regular daytime 

sleep schedule in very dark bedrooms. There was no signifi-

cant difference between the groups who received high- and 

medium-intensity light; 100% of the subjects in the high-

intensity group and 85% of those in the medium-intensity 

group delayed their Tmin into daytime sleep. In contrast, 

only 42% of those in the low-intensity group delayed that 

far. Therefore, very bright light was not necessary to reduce 

circadian misalignment significantly.

Boivin and James219 set up light boxes in nursing sta-

tions and turned them on during the first 6 hours of 8-hour 

night shifts. Permanent night nurses were asked to spend as 

much time near the light boxes as their workload permitted, 

and were intermittently exposed to ∼2000 lux. They wore 

sunglasses during the morning commute home, and had 

a fixed 8-hour daytime sleep schedule. The Tmin delayed 

to within the daytime sleep period for seven of the nine 

subjects; it delayed slightly too far for the other two sub-

jects. Control subjects had to adhere to the same 8-hour 

daytime sleep schedule, but they were not exposed to the 

light boxes and did not wear sunglasses. Only three of the 

eight control subjects got their Tmin into day sleep. This 

study showed that (1) bright light can be used in a real 

shift-work situation and (2) adhering to a regular daytime 

sleep schedule was not enough for most subjects; bright 

light during the night shift and/or sunglasses for the com-

mute home was necessary to ensure that their circadian 

clock delayed far enough.

Phase markers of the circadian clock
For many years, the circadian rhythm of body temperature, 

especially the lowest temperature each day – the Tmin – 

was the gold-standard marker used to infer the time of the 

circadian clock. More recently, the circadian rhythm of 

endogenous melatonin, especially the nocturnal rise – the 

dim-light melatonin onset (DLMO) – has become the pre-

ferred phase marker because of its reliability and ease of 

measurement from saliva samples.220,221 The DLMO usually 

occurs about 2–3 hours before bedtime222 and 6–8 hours 

before the Tmin.200,223–230 In our lab, we routinely measure 

the DLMO and add 7 hours to estimate the time of the Tmin, 

because it is useful to visualize the phase position of the 

Tmin (the sleepiest time of day and an approximation for 

the crossover point on the light PRC).

Using melatonin to reduce circadian 
misalignment
The melatonin PRCs for 0.5- and 3.0-mg doses show that 

taking melatonin in the afternoon/evening, about 5–7 hours 

before natural fall-asleep time, can help phase-advance 

circadian rhythms, while taking melatonin at the end of the 

sleep episode and for a few hours after waking can help 

phase-delay rhythms. The optimal times depend on the 

dose.231 For shift workers who want to go to bed in the morn-

ing after night work, and therefore need to phase-delay their 

circadian clocks, melatonin should be taken in the morning 

before daytime sleep. If they want to go to sleep before night 

work, and therefore need to phase-advance their circadian 

clocks, then melatonin should be taken in the afternoon/

evening before sleep.

We conducted a simulated night-shift study to test the 

phase-advancing and sleep-promoting effects of  melatonin.232 

Subjects went to bed in the afternoon, before the night 

shifts, which was 7 hours before their usual baseline bed-

time. They took melatonin or placebo before bed, which fell 

within the phase-advance portion of the melatonin PRCs. 

After 8 days with melatonin taken for the first 4 days, the 

DLMO advanced ∼4 hours with 3.0 mg melatonin, ∼3 hours 

with 0.5 mg melatonin and ,2 hours with placebo. Thus, 

melatonin enhanced the phase shift produced by the advance 

of the LD cycle, but the circadian rhythms of many subjects 

did not advance enough to get their Tmin within sleep. 

Melatonin had a sleep-promoting effect and was able to 

keep sleep duration equivalent to baseline for the 4 days of 

administration. Since advancing human circadian rhythms 

is more difficult than delaying them,209,217 it is possible that 

a similar study with a delayed sleep schedule and melatonin 

in the morning before daytime sleep would have produced 

more circadian alignment.

Melatonin was tested on nurses and hospital personnel 

who worked seven consecutive 10-hour night shifts alternat-

ing with 7 days off.233 During one 14-day block, they took 

0.5 mg melatonin every day at bedtime, and during another 

they took placebo (double-blind crossover). Seven consecu-

tive night shifts are unusual, and we might expect that the 

circadian rhythms of many subjects would shift substantially 

after that time, even on placebo. However, in this field study 

with uncontrolled sleep schedules and uncontrolled light and 
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dark, most of these night workers did not phase-shift very 

much, even with melatonin.

Combinations of bright light  
and melatonin to reduce circadian 
misalignment
We designed a simulated night-shift study to assess the rela-

tive importance of different interventions that could promote 

phase delays during five consecutive night shifts (11:00 pm 

to 7:00 am).234 The interventions were: (1) intermittent 

bright-light pulses during night shifts in the lab (∼5000 

lux, 20 minutes/hour, 4–5 pulses/night); (2) extremely 

dark (2% light transmission) or normal (15% transmission) 

sunglasses worn outside during daylight with the purpose 

of attenuating advancing morning light during the commute 

home (subjects were run in three summers in Chicago); 

(3) a strict, regular 7 hours for daytime sleep at home (8:30 am 

to 3:30 pm) in bedrooms that we made “darkroom dark”; 

and (4) melatonin (1.8 mg sustained release) ingested in the 

morning prior to daytime sleep (both for its phase-delaying 

and sleep-promoting effects). We used intermittent bright 

light, as in one of our previous studies,235 because it is a more 

efficient light stimulus for phase-shifting the human circadian 

clock than continuous bright light,236–238 and because it is more 

practical for workers to receive in the workplace.

Subjects were free to sleep whenever they wanted during 

a baseline week, because we wanted them to start the night 

shifts with a range of baseline phase positions as would occur 

in real shift workers. The baseline Tmin (DLMO + 7 hours) 

ranged from about 3:00 to 10:00 am, and was the most 

important factor that determined whether subjects’ circa-

dian clocks shifted to align with the day-sleep schedule. We 

divided subjects into those whose baseline Tmin was earlier 

than 7:00 am, and therefore fell within the time for night 

work, and those whose Tmin was later (see Figure 4 in Revell 

and Eastman213). Bright outdoor light when traveling home 

from the night shift likely fell on the phase-advance portion 

of the light PRCs of the “earlier” subjects, whereas for the 

“later” subjects the same outdoor light occurring at an earlier 

circadian time was likely phase-delaying.

The circadian clocks of all of the “later” subjects (n = 23) 

became completely aligned with the day-sleep schedule, 

such that their Tmin after five night shifts occurred within 

the day-sleep episodes, even with minimal interventions 

(normal room light during night shifts [∼150 lux], normal 

sunglasses [15%], and fixed daytime sleep [dark] episodes). 

In contrast, of the “earlier” subjects (n = 42) only 30% got 

their Tmin into day sleep with the same minimal interven-

tions. All the subjects in the group given melatonin and 

extremely dark sunglasses (n = 13), including many “earlier” 

subjects got their Tmin into day sleep. We don’t know if 

melatonin would have worked as well combined with nor-

mal sunglasses, because that combination was not tested. 

As long as the combination included bright light during the 

night shifts (n = 26), all but one of the subjects delayed their 

Tmin into sleep; they did not need melatonin or extremely 

dark sunglasses.

This study showed that (1) complete realignment – 

complete reentrainment – of circadian rhythms to a daytime 

sleep schedule was possible after five night shifts, (2) bright 

light during the night shift was not necessary as long as 

subjects started out with relatively later circadian phases, 

wore sunglasses on the way home from the night shift, and 

maintained a regular daytime sleep schedule, (3) melatonin 

helped delay circadian rhythms as long as bright light was 

drastically attenuated, and (4) bright light during the night 

shifts was the most reliable way to ensure complete realign-

ment of circadian rhythms with daytime sleep.

Importantly, when we compared subjects with partial 

realignment (Tmin into the first half of daytime sleep) to 

subjects with complete realignment (Tmin into the second 

half of daytime sleep) their sleepiness and performance 

during night shifts were similar to each other, and both were 

significantly better than for the subjects whose Tmin did not 

reach daytime sleep. Thus, complete realignment was not 

necessary to substantially improve night-shift alertness and 

performance.239

Creating partial circadian alignment 
to accommodate days off
The simulated night-shift study discussed above234,239 showed 

we could reliably produce complete circadian alignment to 

night work and day sleep using only a total of 80–100 minutes 

of intermittent bright light per night shift. But if the circadian 

rhythms of real night workers delayed this far, then they would 

suffer from circadian misalignment on days off; they would 

have trouble sleeping at night and being alert during the day. 

We also showed that partial alignment to daytime sleep and 

night work was sufficient for improving night-shift alertness 

and performance. So in order to accommodate days off, we 

designed a sleep-and-light schedule to produce a compromise 

between complete alignment with a daytime sleep schedule and 

complete alignment with a normal nocturnal sleep schedule. 

We conducted a series of studies to test this schedule.240–243

We wanted to study only “earlier” people, because they 

have the most trouble adapting to night work, so we put 
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subjects on an 11:00 pm to 7:00 am baseline sleep schedule 

for 3 weeks, with weekend bed and wake times allowed to 

be up to 1 hour later. Subjects were required to receive at 

least 15 minutes of outdoor light between 8:00 and 9:00 am. 

Thus, they began the study with a sleep schedule and morning 

light exposure typical of most day workers, and they all had 

“earlier” baseline phases (Tmin before 7:00 am) when the 

night shifts started, as shown in Figure 1 of Smith et al.244

Figure 1 shows that after the 3 weeks of baseline, repre-

sented by the blue sleep rectangle on day 1, there were three 

night shifts, 2 days off, five more night shifts, and 2 days off. 

Experimental and control subjects had the same sequence 

of night shifts and days off, but experimental subjects were 

exposed to intermittent delaying bright light during the 

night shift, 15-minute light pulses (∼4000 lux) separated by 

45 minutes in room light (,50 lux), whereas control subjects 

remained in room light.

Experimental subjects followed the sleep schedule shown 

by the blue rectangles in Figure 1, whereas control subjects 

were allowed to sleep whenever they chose after night shifts 

and on days off. Experimental subjects had to remain in bed in 

the dark for 7 hours after the night shifts (8:30 am to 3:30 pm) 

except following the last night shift in a series, when time in 

bed was 5 hours (8:30 am to 1:30 pm). The shorter sleep epi-

sodes before days off were designed to build up a small amount 

of homeostatic sleep pressure – a little sleep  deprivation – to 

help subjects fall asleep earlier on the subsequent days off. 

Sleep on days off was from 3:00 am to noon.

Our goal was to delay the circadian clocks of experimen-

tal subjects so that the Tmin occurred during the hours that 

daytime sleep and days off sleep overlapped, so it would be 

in the beginning of sleep after night work and near the end 

of sleep on days off.

We conducted these studies in the summers, when con-

flicting, phase-advancing, bright light on the way home would 

be a powerful force to overcome. Experimental subjects 

wore Uvex (Smithfield, RI) sunglasses with Bandit frames 

and Espresso lenses (15% visual light transmission, increas-

ing from 0% at 400 nm to about 22% at 650 nm). Control 

subjects wore the same frames with lighter lenses (36% light 
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Figure 1 Sleep-and-light schedule for night-shift work that we tested to determine if it could align circadian rhythms with the sleep schedule enough to move the temperature 
minimum (Tmin) to within sleep.
Notes: Blue rectangles represent scheduled sleep times for experimental subjects. They slept at home, in bedrooms that we made completely dark, and “worked” their 
night shifts in the lab. They were exposed to intermittent bright light (∼4000 lux) during the night shifts (yellow rectangles), timed to delay their circadian rhythms. They wore 
sunglasses (∼15% visual light transmission) to reduce the intensity of phase-advancing daylight when traveling home from the night shift. They were required to go outside 
within 2 hours after wake time (yellow sun symbols) to get phase-advancing light, the “light brake,” to keep their circadian clocks from delaying too far. The filled red triangles 
represent the Tmin from four different studies,240–243 and show how the circadian clock shifted during the sequence of night shifts and days off. The Tmin reached the target 
zone (falling within sleep both after night work and on days off) after about a week on the schedule.
Abbreviation: DLMO, dim-light melatonin onset.
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 transmission, increasing from 0% at 400 nm to about 55% at 

650 nm). Both spectral transmission curves are in Lee et al,240 

and can be seen at http://www.uvex.com. All subjects wore 

their sunglasses whenever outside during daylight. The 

purpose of the sunglasses was to attenuate phase-advancing 

bright light after night work, but we instructed subjects 

always to wear them when outside during daylight because 

we wanted to make it a habit.

Experimental subjects were required to go outside for 

15 minutes of afternoon light exposure within 2 hours of their 

scheduled wake times (yellow suns in Figure 1). This advanc-

ing light exposure, the “light brake,” was intended to stop 

their circadian clocks from delaying too far. We wanted to 

avoid what happened in one of our previous studies,218 when 

many subjects whose Tmin had delayed to daytime sleep 

continued to delay around the clock when they were abruptly 

placed back on their normal nocturnal sleep schedule.

Four separate studies were run, each with an experimental 

and control group progressing further through the schedule 

shown in Figure 1. Each new study began with the 3-week 

baseline and ended with the final phase assessment on a later 

day in the sequence (a day marked by a red triangle). Thus, 

we acquired “snapshots” of the circadian phase that subjects 

obtained as they progressed through the schedule. The filled 

red triangle on day 1 illustrates the average Tmin determined 

after 2 weeks of baseline for all the subjects in the four experi-

mental groups (n = 41). The triangle on day 4 shows the average 

final Tmin ± standard deviation for study 1 (7:36 ± 1.4 hours, 

n = 11),240 day 7 for study 2 (7:59 ± 1.2 hours, n = 9),241 day 

11 for study 3 (11:34 ± 1.6 hours, n = 12),242 and day 14 for 

study 4 (10:22 ± 2.0 hours, n = 9).243

The red lines connecting the red Tmin triangles in 

Figure 1 are for illustrative purposes, and do not necessarily 

represent exactly how the circadian clocks shifted, which 

may not have been linear. Nonetheless, we can surmise that 

the Tmin reached the target zone (falling within sleep both 

after night work and on days off) by day 8 or 9 in Figure 1, 

after 7 or 8 days on the sleep and light schedule. Because the 

final Tmin of the experimental group in study 3 (that ended 

on day 11) was later than necessary, we did not include the 

last light pulse from 4:45 to 5:00 am in study 4. Therefore, 

experimental subjects in study 4 followed the entire schedule 

with four rather than five light pulses, a total of only 1 hour 

of bright light per night shift, and still ended up with their 

Tmin in the target zone.

Around the time that these studies started, exciting 

discoveries showed that the human circadian system was 

most sensitive to blue light.245–248 To test whether the phase 

delays could be augmented by using lamps emitting addi-

tional blue light, we studied an additional group of subjects 

in study 1, which had two night shifts and then the final 

phase assessment. They received an identical number and 

pattern of intermittent light pulses, but were exposed to 

blue-enriched polychromatic light from fluorescent fixtures 

(17,000 K, ∼3900 lux) rather than from “white” polychro-

matic fluorescent fixtures (5095 K, ∼4000 lux).249 The final 

Tmin for the blue-enriched group was not later than the 

white-light group (7:18 ± 1.3 hours vs 7:36 ± 1.4 hours).249 

We believe that the exact pattern, duration, and wavelength of 

light during the night shifts may not be crucial for practical 

purposes. The circadian clock will eventually delay, as long 

as the delayed sleep schedule is maintained and sunglasses 

are worn on the way home. If the rhythms delay too far, then 

the afternoon light brake should stop them.

On average, the circadian rhythms of the control subjects 

did not shift very much. Their Tmin stayed within the night 

shift or during the time of the commute home. The final Tmin 

of the control subjects in studies 1–4 were 4:48 ± 1.3 hours, 

5:00 ± 1.8 hours, 7:39 ± 2.9 hours, and 6:24 ± 3.8 hours, 

respectively. However, there were large individual differences 

among the control subjects, which depended on the sleep 

times (and thus times of light exposure) that they self-selected. 

Figure 2 shows a control subject who adopted a sleep schedule 

that was similar to what we required of the experimental 

group; she went to bed relatively soon after the night shifts 

and slept until the afternoon, and went to bed and woke up 

late on days off. Her final Tmin fell within the target zone. In 

contrast, Figure 3 illustrates the sleep schedule of a control 

subject whose sleep pattern was similar to that of many night-

shift workers. He went to bed and woke up relatively early on 

days off, often stayed awake during the morning hours after 

night shifts, and occasionally napped in the evening before the 

night shifts. Thus, he did not maintain a consistently delayed 

or advanced sleep (dark) period. His Tmin did not shift out of 

the night-shift hours, and he had the circadian misalignment 

typical of most night-shift workers.

We previously reported that subjects who had either 

partial or complete realignment to a night-work and day-

sleep schedule had improved night-shift alertness and 

performance compared to subjects whose rhythms did not 

shift.239 However, we did not have measures during day work 

to judge the extent of this night-shift improvement. In the 

series of studies shown in Figure 1, subjects completed com-

puterized test batteries lasting ∼25 minutes four times during 

their daytime baseline at 10:05 am, 12:05 pm, 2:05 pm, and 

4:05 pm, and four times during the night shifts at 12:05, 2:05, 
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4:05, and 6:05 am. Each test bout included several measures 

of fatigue, mood, and objective performance. Subjects in 

studies 3 and 4 were classified as not realigned (not reen-

trained) if their final Tmin was earlier than 8:30 am, putting 

it within the time corresponding to the night shift or during 

the travel home time, partially realigned if their final Tmin 

fell within the first half of the daytime sleep, between 8:30 am 

and noon, and completely realigned if their final Tmin fell 

within the second half of daytime sleep, after noon.244

Figures 4 and 5 show performance data, with average 

daytime scores depicted as horizontal dotted lines, and 

higher values on the y-axis depicting poorer performance. An 

example of how performance changed as the time of night 

progressed is shown with procedural reaction time (Figure 4). 

The green filled circles show the typical pattern for shift work-

ers whose circadian rhythms are not aligned with night work 

and day sleep: a steady slowing of reaction time as the night 

shift progressed. In contrast, performance of the partially and 

completely realigned groups was (1) significantly better than 

the not realigned group, (2) similar to each other, and (3) close 

to their daytime baseline level. To illustrate how performance 

changed across successive night shifts, Figure 5 shows simple 

reaction time. During the first night shift, as expected, all 

subjects had poorer performance (more lapses) than during 

the day shifts. The group that was not realigned (those with 

the most circadian misalignment) continued to have a large 

number of lapses during subsequent night shifts, whereas the 

partially and completely realigned groups improved across 

successive night shifts. There was a slight (but not statistically 

significant) difference between the partially and completely 

realigned groups, and by the end of the series of night shifts 

both groups were close to their daytime level of lapses. On 

all of the other tests of alertness, mood, and performance, the 

partially and completely realigned groups were more similar, 

as in Figure 4. The simple reaction-time test is similar to the 

psychomotor vigilance task (PVT),250 and is known to be 

very sensitive to sleep loss and circadian misalignment. On 

the other hand, the procedural reaction-time test required 

decision-making in addition to speed.

The degree of improvement produced by our sleep and 

light schedule, with performance close to daytime levels 

and sustained over consecutive night shifts, is not obtained 

with conventional countermeasures that do not phase-shift 

circadian rhythms. Our subjects were young, mostly in their 

20s, so it is important to test our sleep-and-light schedule on 

middle-aged and older adults, who may be less phase tolerant 
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Figure 2 Sleep times (blue rectangles) and baseline and final temperature minima (Tmin, filled red triangles) for a control subject in study 4.
Notes: Control subjects remained in normal room light during night shifts (,50 lux), wore light sunglasses (∼36% transmission) when outside during daylight hours, and 
self-selected their sleep times (from day 2 on). This subject followed a sleep schedule similar to what was required of the experimental subjects. The Tmin for this subject 
(red triangle on day 14) eventually fell within the times she chose to sleep. Thus she ended up with very little circadian misalignment.
Smith MR, Fogg LF, Eastman CI. Practical interventions to promote circadian adaptation to permanent night shift work: study 4. J Biol Rhythms. 2009;24:161–172, 
Copyright © 2009 by the Journal of Biological Rhythms. Reprinted by Permission of SAGE Publications.243

Abbreviation: DLMO, dim-light melatonin onset.
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for obtaining daytime sleep with only partial circadian 

realignment.165,251 However, as mentioned earlier, older 

people are more phase tolerant for working at night; they 

have less severe decrements in response to sleep deprivation 

and circadian misalignment.167,168

We have shown that our sleep-and-light schedule pro-

duced partial realignment of circadian rhythms with daytime 

sleep, so that the Tmin, the sleepiest time of day, occurred 

within sleep. Furthermore, our experimental subjects were 

able to follow the prescribed sleep schedule, sleeping for 
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Figure 3 Sleep times for a control subject in study 4243 that had short daytime sleep after night shifts, sometimes stayed awake for many hours in the morning after night 
work, napped before some night shifts, and went to sleep and woke up relatively early on days off.
Smith MR, Fogg LF, Eastman CI. Practical interventions to promote circadian adaptation to permanent night shift work: study 4. J Biol Rhythms. 2009;24:161–172, 
Copyright © 2009 by the Journal of Biological Rhythms. Reprinted by Permission of SAGE Publications.243

Notes: Control subjects did not receive bright light during the night shifts and wore light sunglasses (∼36% transmission) when outside. The temperature minimum (Tmin) 
of this subject did not shift out of the time for night work. Thus, he continued to have circadian misalignment.
Abbreviation: DLMO, dim-light melatonin onset.
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Figure 4 The number of slow responses on the procedural reaction-time task 
averaged over three night shifts (days 8–10 in Figure 1) for subjects whose circadian 
clocks were not realigned (n = 12), partially realigned (n = 21), or completely realigned 
(n = 6) to night work by the end of their series of night shifts and days off.
Notes: The dashed horizontal line shows the average values for all subjects during 
baseline day shifts. Error bars show the standard error of the mean. The performance 
of the subjects who were partially or completely realigned was very good compared 
to the subjects who had the most circadian misalignment.
Copyright © 2009. Smith MR, Fogg LF, Eastman CI. A compromise circadian phase 
position for permanent night work improves mood, fatigue, and performance. Sleep. 
2009;32:1481–1489.244
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Figure 5 The number of lapses (reaction time . 500 milliseconds) at 6:30 am on the 
simple reaction-time task across successive night shifts for subjects whose circadian 
clocks were not realigned (n = 12), partially realigned (n = 21), or completely realigned 
(n = 6) to night work by the end of their series of night shifts and days off.
Notes: The dashed vertical line indicates that 2 days off occurred between night 
shifts 3 and 4. The dashed horizontal line shows the average values for all subjects 
during baseline day shifts. Error bars show the standard error of the mean. The 
performance of the subjects who were partially or completely aligned was greatly 
improved compared to those who had the most circadian misalignment.
Copyright © 2009. Smith MR, Fogg LF, Eastman CI. A compromise circadian phase 
position for permanent night work improves mood, fatigue, and performance. Sleep. 
2009;32:1481–1489.244
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nearly all of the allotted time in bed, both during daytime 

sleep and on days off.242,243 Finally, performance during the 

night shift was substantially improved, and was close to or at 

daytime levels. Given the success of our procedure, we think 

it is time to test it in real shift workers.

Recommended sleep-and-light 
schedule to reduce the circadian 
misalignment of night work
Figure 6 shows a sleep-and-light schedule that could be used 

to produce partial circadian alignment in permanent night-

shift workers. The same type of schedule could be used for 

12-hour shifts, except that the night shifts would start 4 hours 

earlier. This schedule (Figure 6) differs from the schedule 

we tested (Figure 1) in minor ways in order to make the pro-

cedure easier to understand and more practical for real shift 

workers. Figure 6 shows a sequence with blocks of five night 

shifts (11:00 pm to 7:00 am) alternating with 2 days off. The 

workers should be exposed to as much bright light as possible 

during their night shifts, especially between midnight and 

4:00 am. We believe that the goal of having the sleepiest time 

of day – the temperature minimum (Tmin) – occur within 

sleep both after night work and on days off will eventually 

be reached regardless of the exact sequence of night shifts 

and days off. There will be a balance of forces that make 

the circadian clock later (phase-delaying bright light during 

the night shifts and the “pull” of the delayed sleep [dark] 

episodes) and forces that make the clock earlier (advancing 

light brake). Once this goal is reached, circadian phase should 

remain relatively stable for weeks or months until there is a 

vacation that changes the sleep schedule.

Figure 6 shows the expected path of the circadian clock 

(marked by the Tmin, red triangles) for a worker who starts 

the schedule after working days and thus has an early Tmin 

of 4:00 am. Most individuals who haven’t worked days or 

 morning shifts will start out with Tmin that are later than 

4:00 am, and will reach the target zone sooner. Based on 

our simulated night-shift studies,234,240–243 we expect that the 
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3 G

4 G
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12
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14
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D
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s

Time of day

18 20 22 0 2 4 86 10 12   1614 18

= Temperature minimum (Tmin)

Night
shifts

= Sleep (dark)

Intermittent
bright
light

Intermittent
bright
light

Sleep and light schedule to reduce
circadian misalignment in night workers

G = Sunglasses = Bright light

Sleep (dark)

Figure 6 Sleep-and-light schedule designed to reduce the circadian misalignment produced by night-shift work, and thus to improve night-shift performance as well as sleep 
both after work and on days off.
Notes: A permanent night-shift schedule with 5 days of 8-hour night shifts alternating with 2 days off is shown, but the same principles apply for other times and durations 
of night shifts (eg, 12 hours) and for other sequences of night shifts and days off. Intermittent bright light is used during the beginning of the night shift to help delay the 
circadian clock. Blue rectangles indicate sleep in the dark. Days off sleep starts late and extends until noon. Sunglasses (G) are used to attenuate phase-advancing light during 
the commute home. Bright light (outdoor light or from a light box) is used as indicated by the sun symbols as a light brake to keep the rhythms from delaying too far. The 
expected course of the circadian clock is shown by the triangles representing the temperature minimum (Tmin), the sleepiest time of day. The exact amount of delaying and 
advancing bright light needed for an individual must be titrated to ensure that the Tmin reaches and remains within the target zone (the time that sleep after work and sleep 
on days off overlap).
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Tmin will delay by about 1 hour/day when there is bright 

light before the Tmin. When the Tmin moves too far away 

from the night-shift bright light, it will stop shifting because 

the delaying light exposures will no longer be occurring 

at a time that facilitates delays; they will be occurring at a 

less sensitive portion of the delay region of the light PRC. 

If the Tmin continues to drift later, it will be stopped by the 

phase-advancing light brake. If the light brake advances it 

too much, it will be again be nudged in a delaying direction 

by the bright light during the night shift.

Bright-light exposure during night work
The setup to deliver bright light during night shifts needs to 

be adapted to each unique night-work setting. This could be 

done by ceiling-mounted lights and/or light boxes around an 

employee’s work station. The worker does not have to look 

directly at the lights. A wide range of commercial light boxes 

with fluorescent tubes are available for helping to phase-shift 

the circadian clock. They are usually sold for the treatment 

of winter depression (seasonal affective disorder or SAD) 

and a list of some manufacturers is on the website http://

www.sltbr.org. We recommend the larger light boxes,252 at 

least about 50 cm wide, because they are more pleasant to 

sit in front of compared to very small, very bright white-

light sources. Also, it is easier to stay within the range of a 

larger light box than a small light box, which can be easily, 

inadvertently, angled away from the face and therefore lose 

effectiveness. However, there are small light-emitting diode 

(LED) devices that are more practical if space is limited, with 

the added advantage that they could be more easily moved 

between work and home. Some light boxes are mounted on 

stands to aim the light from above, but this can substantially 

reduce the light level reaching the eyes when a person is 

looking down, such as while reading.

Some light boxes are enriched in the blue region of the 

spectrum to which the circadian system is most sensitive. 

However, we have shown that a blue-enriched polychromatic 

fluorescent light box (17,000 K) did not produce significantly 

greater circadian-rhythm phase shifts than a conventional 

“white” polychromatic fluorescent light box (4100 K).253,254 

We have also tested the small goLITE P2 (Philips Consumer 

Lifestyle, Drachten, the Netherlands) made of blue LEDs 

in two subjects (unpublished observations) using the same 

3-day advancing protocol with morning intermittent light as 

in some of our other studies.238,255 The phase-advance shifts 

with the GoLite were about 2 hours and fell in the middle of 

the range of phase shifts obtained with the much larger white 

fluorescent light box (∼54 × 54 cm vs ∼11 × 7 cm screen size). 

We have recently published a light PRC generated with the 

newer-model goLITE BLU, which shows phase shifts of up 

to about 2 hours.256 The light stimulus was three 30-minute 

pulses of blue light (∼185 lux) separated by 15 minutes in 

ordinary room light (∼30 lux), administered at the same clock 

time for 3 consecutive days. Of interest for producing phase 

delays during night work, the phase-delay portion of this 

PRC started about 2–3 hours before bedtime and extended 

through most of the usual nocturnal sleep period. It should be 

noted that the light was administered in our lab with research 

assistants present to make sure the light box was aimed prop-

erly towards the eyes and at the correct distance (51 cm). If 

such tiny light boxes are used in the field, it might be better 

to use more than one of them. There is a twin-tower light 

box (Sunnex Biotechnologies, Winnipeg, Canada) with two 

tall (∼45 cm high) thin green light boxes fastened together 

and made to go on each side of a computer screen. One 

study showed that after one night with the light box on from 

midnight to 2:00 am (∼350 lux), the phase delay was about 

45 minutes more than with dim light (,10 lux).257

Sunglasses
The times to use sunglasses are shown in Figure 6 (as Gs) 

when bright light during the commute home occurs after the 

Tmin and thus would coincide with the phase-advance part of 

the light PRC and oppose the desired phase delay. Once the 

Tmin occurs during sleep episodes, sunglasses are no longer 

needed. Since it will be difficult to tell when an individual’s 

Tmin has delayed far enough, to be safe, the worker should 

continue to wear sunglasses. There are other advantages to 

wearing the sunglasses whenever outside in daylight. First, 

they block harmful ultraviolet (UV) light. Second, they could 

make the individual more sensitive to the bright light used 

during the night shift,130 thus requiring lower-intensity light 

to achieve the same delaying effect. We recommend Uvex 

sunglasses with Bandit adjustable frames and Espresso lenses 

(15% light transmission). They are called “blue blockers,” 

but a more precise term would be “blue attenuators.” These 

lenses meet the American National Standards Institute traffic-

signal color requirements and are recommended for driving. 

They are not darker than most sunglasses on the market. See 

http://www.uvex.com.

Driving home from the night shift is dangerous for 

night-shift workers, and it could be even more dangerous 

for workers who follow our sleep-and-light schedule if 

their Tmin starts out before the travel home time. When the 

Tmin (the sleepiest time of day) delays through the travel 

home time, driving performance could be even worse than 
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before. But after the Tmin reaches the daytime-sleep episode, 

alertness and performance while driving home would be 

expected to improve. Whether driving performance and alert-

ness is at an acceptable safety level when circadian rhythms 

are partially realigned, and how they compare to the driving 

performance and alertness of most real night-shift workers 

whose circadian clocks do not phase-shift, is unknown and 

should be studied. We recommend that shift workers who 

adopt our sleep-and-light schedule do not drive home for at 

least the first week of the schedule, or longer depending on 

their alertness levels after work. Employers could pay for 

transportation such as taxis to encourage night workers to 

attempt a schedule to reduce circadian misalignment.

Sleep (dark) schedule
In our studies, we used thick black plastic over bedroom 

windows secured with black masking tape over ordinary 

masking tape to make experimental subjects’ bedrooms 

completely dark. More professional room-darkening black-

out shades could be used by real shift workers. They could 

also wear eye masks, but some have a tendency to come off 

during sleep.

Figure 6 has sleep starting 1.5 hours after the end of the 

night shift, but the sooner the worker can get to bed the  better. 

An earlier bedtime means the Tmin does not have to delay 

as far to reach daytime sleep, and there is less time between 

the end of the night shift and bed for light to “hit” the phase-

advance portion of the light PRC and inhibit the desired 

delay. The worker should avoid all activities that would 

delay bedtime, such as housework, shopping, child care, 

and even walking the dog. Overtime and morning meetings 

should not be tolerated by shift workers, and managerial and 

administration staff should not ask shift workers to remain 

on site after the night shift ends. Obviously, the worker will 

need the cooperation of family and employers in order to get 

to bed as soon as possible after night work. The sleep (dark) 

episodes after the night shifts are 7 hours in Figure 6, except 

for the last sleep in a block, which is 6 hours. As in Figure 1, 

the purpose of the shorter sleep is to build up a little sleep 

deprivation so that the worker can fall asleep earlier on days 

off. However, an individual should be able to cut it shorter 

or make it longer depending on their needs. The 7-hour sleep 

episodes could also be a little longer, but we do not recom-

mend making them much shorter.

Sleeping late on days off is one of the most important 

parts of the schedule and may be the most difficult for work-

ers to adhere to because of social pressures for  morning 

activities. The worker needs to be willing to “give up” their 

mornings as a protected time for sleep, as long as s/he 

works  permanent night shifts, except perhaps on  vacations. 

It may also be necessary to plan late-night activities if 

others are sleeping. Again, the cooperation of family and 

friends is essential. With 12-hour shift systems, there are 

often more than 2 consecutive days off. The worker may 

not feel the need for 9-hour sleep opportunities on all days 

off (as in Figure 6), depending on previous sleep depriva-

tion.  However, it is still very important to sleep late so that 

the Tmin is within sleep to enable good sleep, and also to 

prevent morning light exposure.

A small proportion of the night-shift population already 

follows the basic sleep schedule we proposed for partial 

circadian alignment. Gamble et al258 described 14% of 

permanent night nurses as “incomplete switchers,” because 

they went to bed and woke up late on days off rather than 

switching back to more normal earlier sleep times. This group 

had the lowest prevalence of nurses reporting that they were 

“not well adapted” to their work schedule (3%). In addition, 

although the incomplete switcher group consumed the fewest 

caffeinated beverages per day, they had the lowest proportion 

of nurses reporting a moderate or high likelihood of falling 

asleep during sedentary activities. Three other groups that 

adopted strategies that involved completely reverting to nor-

mally timed nighttime sleep on days off had a much higher 

prevalence of nurses reporting that they were not well adapted 

to working nights (9%–22%). Similarly, Gumenyuk et al259 

recently reported that a small sample of “asymptomatic” night 

workers (ie, good sleep quality and no excessive sleepiness) 

maintained a later sleep schedule on days off, compared to 

night workers with “shift-work disorder” (ie, insomnia and 

excessive sleepiness). The circadian rhythms of most of the 

asymptomatic night workers were delayed by several hours, 

while the rhythms of the workers with shift-work disorder 

were similar in phase to day workers.

Afternoon light brake
This phase-advancing light can be obtained, as in our 

studies,240–243 by going outside in the afternoon. Lighter sun-

glasses could be worn, as long as they block UV. A light box 

in workers’ homes could be used if outside light exposure 

was not practical (eg, because of inclement weather).

How much bright light?
You may be wondering: how much intermittent bright light is 

necessary during the night shifts? How intense does it have 

to be? How much bright light is needed for the afternoon 

light brake? These are difficult questions to answer because 
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it depends on the individual’s light history, and thus their 

sensitivity to the phase-shifting effects of light, their circa-

dian phase (Tmin) when starting the sequence of night shifts, 

and other individual differences. In study 4, which ended on 

day 14 in Figure 1, the target zone was reached with only 

1 hour of intermittent bright light (∼4000 lux) during each 

of the night shifts. Once lighting systems are set up in actual 

shift-work environments, we speculate that getting 1 hour of 

intermittent bright-light exposure per night shift is actually 

not that daunting a task.

We know that bright light during the night shift is not 

absolutely necessary to achieve sufficient partial  realignment. 

 Figure 2 showed a control subject who did not get any 

bright light but delayed enough just by following the rec-

ommended sleep schedule and wearing light sunglasses 

(∼36% transmission) on the way home. In one of our simu-

lated night-shift studies,234 all the subjects who had baseline 

Tmin later than the time that the night shift ended showed 

complete realignment of circadian rhythms after five night 

shifts, even if they did not get any bright light during the night 

shifts. But they all adhered to regular sleep (dark) episodes 

starting soon after work and wore sunglasses when outside. 

We have also shown that medium-intensity light (∼1230 lux) 

during night shifts can have as much of a phase-shifting 

effect as much brighter light (∼5700 lux).218 Multiple large 

light boxes providing medium-intensity light would be more 

pleasant for the worker than a single tiny bright-white-light 

box. We believe that as long as the light during the night shift 

is brighter than indoor light (.∼500 lux), then it should have 

a delaying effect. Nevertheless, we recommend the longest 

durations and brightest light that is practical for the night-work 

 situation, rather than only relying on the other components of 

the sleep-and-light schedule, because the light should ensure 

than the rhythms delay as fast as possible.

One could argue that more research should be done to 

find out the exact timing, intensity, duration, and wavelengths 

of light that are needed during the night shift and for the 

afternoon light brake. While this type of basic research is 

important and ongoing, it can never provide exact parameters 

for real shift workers. Given the diversity of work places with 

different ambient-light levels, individual differences in 

light sensitivity and thus the magnitude of phase shifts from 

light, and individual differences in sleep need, there cannot 

be a one-size-fits-all sleep-and-light schedule. We hope 

that this review has explained the principles enough so that 

shift workers and employers can, perhaps with the help of 

circadian-rhythm experts, devise their own plans. The amount 

of delaying and advancing bright light may have to be titrated 

to find the right balance for an individual. This would require 

careful monitoring, at least keeping a log of light exposure, 

alertness during night work, alertness between night work 

and bed, sleep times and sleep quality.

We realize that adopting our sleep-and-light  schedule 

comes at a social cost, and in some situations can be 

 inconvenient. However, working night shifts and attempting 

to sleep in the daytime or evening without phase-shifting the 

circadian clock is already socially inconvenient, and carries 

with it none of the benefits of circadian adaptation. Light 

boxes, sunglasses, blackout shades and eye masks are much 

less expensive than the costs of severe circadian misalign-

ment, such as absenteeism, employee turnover, reduced 

productivity, and impaired health and safety. Finally, devel-

oping a health problem (eg, cancer or cardiovascular disease) 

because of long-term exposure to shift work, or making a 

mistake on a night shift that results in injury or death, is also 

decidedly inconvenient and expensive for not only the shift 

worker but also those around them (eg, family, employer, 

coworkers) and for society.

The subjects in our studies were not allowed to have 

caffeine during their night shifts, which is in contrast to 

the majority of night-shift workers who regularly consume 

caffeine. As discussed earlier, caffeine improves night-shift 

alertness and performance, so the addition of caffeine to 

the sleep-and-light schedule could be beneficial, especially 

before the target zone has been reached. Caffeine ingested 

3 hours before habitual evening bedtime has recently been 

reported to phase-delay the circadian clock.260 The alerting 

and chronobiotic benefits of appropriately timed caffeine 

could be a practical adjunct intervention, but would need to 

be carefully balanced against disruptive effects that caffeine 

has on daytime sleep,153 especially in older individuals.154 

A small dose of melatonin before daytime sleep could also 

be useful, especially for its sleep-promoting effect.

Rotating shift work
There is no way to reduce circadian misalignment for a rapid 

rotation that includes both night shifts and day shifts, because 

the circadian clock cannot phase-shift fast enough. This type 

of shift system is very common, but should be abolished 

because of the performance, safety, and health problems it 

creates. However, if the rotation is just between night shifts 

and evening shifts, then the sleep-and-light schedule shown 

in Figure 6 can be applied. Sleep times before evening shifts 

can be the same as on days off, and the afternoon light brake 

can be obtained on the way to work for the evening shift as 

well as in the afternoons on days off. 
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A rotation between day and evening shifts is another 

option that can produce less circadian misalignment than 

a rotation that includes both day shifts and night shifts. In 

this case, the worker’s sleep schedule would be like that 

adopted by most high school students, college students, and 

the young day-working population who go to bed and wake 

up 2–3 hours later on weekends (days off) than on work or 

school days, producing social jet lag.52,261–263 The shift worker 

would go to bed and wake up earlier before day shifts, and 

go to bed and wake up later before evening shifts and days 

off. Although social jet lag is a serious problem, it is not as 

extreme as the circadian misalignment that accompanies 

night work. 

Finally, it is possible to practically eliminate circadian 

misalignment with a three-shift system if there is a slowly 

rotating schedule that rotates in the delaying direction (eg, 

2 weeks of days, 2 weeks of evenings, 2 weeks of nights, and 

so on). Then it is possible to delay both the sleep schedule and 

the circadian rhythms so that they remain fairly well aligned. 

See Figure 3 in Eastman264 for the general idea. However, the 

worker would need to get delaying bright light or sunlight 

before bed on a few of the days in each cycle in order to keep 

the circadian clock delaying as fast as necessary. Scheduling 

social and family events would require careful planning, but 

some workers might prefer it to permanent night shifts.

It is time to take creative, bold steps towards solving the 

serious problems produced by night-shift work.
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